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and theres plenty of anything-goes theatrics and absurdity in this movie, one of the better examples of the trend that would take over horror movies (and, to some extent, thrillers) in the 1990s, where the danger could be anything, including pizza trucks, mailbox keys, or a girl who's been kidnapped as her boyfriend leaves a
note which could be anything. an italian-american down on his luck, franklin (mike starr) buys a lottery ticket and is approached by a friendly stranger, who begins to mug him when he realizes he's leaving without paying. franklin struggles, but fails to get away, and the second man joins his companion (and lover?) in a

despicable plan, which involves setting fire to the pizzeria while he's walking in wearing a striped, apron-type pinafore. (the fire is so relentless, it makes the film sound like a more pointed variation on the blaze in the devil, myself, and imposing horrors at the top of staircases like the orphanage.) but the filmmakers also do a
bit of writing-itself-into-a-corner business in eaten alive, which is unfortunate, as you feel a good bit of it was a misstep. there's a joke about a guy who picks up a hooker, and decides that he needs a beer and some food while he fucks her, and sends her off to get one. for an extended moment, the guy thinks its not going to be

bad at all, and hes caught by surprise when her partner whips out a machine-gun when she opens the door. the kicker is when a still-drunk bartender tell her that she's going to be raped. (the bartender seems to be in a bit of panic, and states the usual condition of female labor, the necessity of having sex first, before being
punished, and saying that it's a matter of equity between the sexes. this is delivered as a huge joke, just in case you hadn't noticed, and it's used to underscore the extreme violence of the film)
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this is a fun and gruesome little slasher flick that has a great cast and memorable characters. thats really all you need to know about this little gem from the director of
bug and the hills have eyes. theres a strong family element, which adds a little weight to the proceedings, and the cheesy exterior sets and slightly-ludicrous zombies give
this movie a little more fun than some of the other slashers of the same ilk. if youre looking for a film that gets the genre right, youve come to the right place. the casting

is great for this movie, and theyre all surprisingly likable. bong leans toward the comedic side of things, which doesnt work so well here, but everyone else is good. the
host was a terrific b-movie in the early '90s, and this is the kind of movie it should have been. its a perfect movie for a horror fan who wants to see something original,

something a little different, and something that has a little bit of guts. death trap was a horror movie in the style of a post-apocalyptic tale, about a city in the south being
overrun by the dead. 'i was in the desert, in vietnam, and i loved horror movies,' says bruce. 'this one really caught my attention. i thought it was so cool to know that a

movie could be so dark, so sinister and so.. off the wall. i wanted to find out more about it. i remember watching it again and again. it was just so. wrong. it was like night
and day.' eaten alive was a different kind of horror film, set in the south, and about the south. it was a story of a community caught in the grip of a serial killer. the film

starred the actor and comedian wallace beery in the lead, as the local sheriff. 5ec8ef588b
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